Hermetech

hermetech or hermetechs n.:
The
science of orgasmic energy potential, esp.
within fixed unit (within time, space), adj.
of or relating to properties of orgasmic
energy [C20, Gk L of Hermes traditionally
inventor of magic seal]
Tech-Green, an
environmental
movement
with
quasi-political powers, is doing its best to
repair the damaged circuitry of the global
village. The earth is dying and there is little
that anyone can do to stop it - some
sections of Tech-Green assert that Gaiah
would be best left to repair herself without
the interference of humanity, that man
should move off-world to Sky City One.
At Talers Bump, a small Naturotech
religious site, Ari Famber communes with
Isis, a satellite acolyte of the goddess
Astrada. But there is little Isis can do about
Aris problems. The daughter of one time
Tech-Green wunderkind, Ewan Famber,
Ari is the product of a ground-breaking
experiment that has left her genetically and
sexually confused. Ewan has no answers;
he is dead. But in Arcady Tkmmuz
Malamute lives on - with memories of
creations hed rather forget...
Seven
years ago, Leila Saatchi, leader of Star Eye,
promised Ewan that she would find his
daughter when the time was right; protect
Ari from those who might misunderstand
and misuse her. But the natro group are
about to take on something neither they nor
the Tech-Greens would have ever imagined
possible...
HERMETECH is a stunning
vision of Earths near-future, a dramatic
prediction of the mingling of science and
mysticism, from the creator of the
Wraeththu.
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